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Our Seventy-First Year of Editorial Freedom
Wednesday, December 6, 1967

Too busy to stage a "park-in?"

Patronize the·
Albuquerque
Transit
System

ENGINEERS
& SCIENTISTS

271-UOZ.

ADVANCED DEGREES
APPLIED RESEARCH & ANALYSIS

STRIPPER CANDY SWEET, alias Rick Lego:~;a, took it off to the
screams of the crowds during Casino Night, Saturday. Candy danced
and swayed to the music of the Dixieland Allstars and entertained the
group of UNM students who gathered to gamble away their life savings. The Union Program Directorate and the Residence Halls Council
sponsored the event for the first time at UNM. (Photo by Pawley)

Mountaineer Club
Elects 3 Officers
New officers for the Mountaineering club recently elected, ineering club recently elected include: Paul Wohlt, president;
Kurt Groepher, vice-president;
and Glennette Dawkins, secretary-treasurer.
The next meeting of the club
'Will be Wednesday, Dec. 13. Plans
will be made for a Christmas
party, and a program will be
presented.

THE
. STUDENTS
WHo· REALLY SAVE MONEY
ON

-·---·--·-----

Shop our

TRIM-A~ TREE

. , Shop
*Ornaments
*·Lights
* Artificial Trees
·*Tinsel by the Yard
For all liHie trinkets that
make tree trimming fun
Shop

Booz, Allen Applied Research Inc. is seeking Ph.D.
and M.S. graduates in Mechanical, Electrical, and Electronics Engineering, Physics, Mathematics, Statistics,
and Operations Research. Opportunities are also available for Economists and M.B.A.'s for cost effectiveness
and transp01;tation studies.
Booz, Allen Applied Research Inc. currently employs over 350 professional scientific and engineering
consultants who contribute technically, both individually and collectively, to applied research programs for
private industry and government agencies. Our assignments are not common or routine. We are required to
define and solve complex, unusual problems that challenge and demand the application of considerable analytical talent.
We seek creative scientists and engineers who believe they are qualified by training and interests to perform effectively in the following areas:
Operations Research - Operations Analysis Systems Analysis - Applied Mathematics - Mathematical Analysis - Statistical Analysis - Environmental Analysis - Communication Studies - Technical Program Planning- Computer Applications - Reliability Studies which include the Application of Mathematics, Statistics, Probability, Simulation and Modeling to Mechanical and Electrical Systems Effectiveness
Problems.
Excellent starting salaries, tuition reimbursement,
relocation, and deferrecl profit sharing.
Positions are available in Los Angeles (airport
area), Chicago, Kansas City, Bethesda, Albuquerque,
and San Diego.
Interviews on Campus Tuesday, December 5th,
1967. :See your Placement Office.
Trent Ross
Manager - Staff Selection

BOOZ-ALLEN
APPLI~D RESEARCH Inc.

Architect to Talk
In Kiva Thursday
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Subscription Rates --- $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester
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and Women
Convenient corner Menaul & Carlisle
Shop Mon.•Sat. 9-9
Sunday 10-6

New Mexico began ita search
· for a new head football coach
Monday afternoon after Bill
Weeks submitted his resignation
to UNM President Tom L. Popejoy.
Weeks just completed his eighth
season at that post with the worst
team in school history. The Lobos
were 1-9 this year, their third losing season in a row.
Weeks, who has coached at
UNM as head coach and as an
assistant for 12 years, will be reassigned to another post at UNM.
He will either teach or take over
an unnamed position in the administration.
The announcement came 17
days after the end of the football
season and at a time when UNM
Athletic Director Pete McDavid
was out of town attending a
Western Athletic Conference
meeting in Denver.
McDavid had promised a decision on the future of Weeks two
weeks ago today, but the announcement was delayed and then
came out of the president's office,
not from the AD.
In Loboland Weeks compiled a
40-41-1 record and his teams won
or shared the first three WAC
football crowns in 1962-64.
About Weeks President Popejoy said, "he has tried diligently
to bring quality football to the
University of New Mexico cam·
pus ••• We have a great deal of
respect for Bill and we expect to
honor his academic status with
the thought that he will join
either our teaching staff or be
placed in a responsible position in
our administrative structure."
Weeks has both his undergraduate and masters degrees in psy- .
chology from Iowa State University where he starred as a
quarterback.
There is a great deal of speculation about who the replacement
(Continued on page 8)

Awards Juror

Los Angeles, Calif. 90045
Phone: ·(213) 776-3540

NEW MEXICO LOBO

"!!rom Coast .0 Coast
the Lea.der in-serving
the Insurance Needs
of College Men

f.

•

6151 W.- Century Blvd.
An Equal OppGrtuni!y EmpiGyer (M

No. 43

Poor MuS _ n,itei ·
Says Labor Head

Tired of looking for a parking place?

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
• 4 line ad., 66,-C times, $2.00, Insertions
must be submitted by noon on day before
Publication to Roo111 159, Student Publica·
tiona BuDdin&', or telephone 277-4002 or

F_ldelity O_nion life

'

•

The following are the scheduled
Princeton City School district,
teacher interviews which will be Evendale, Cincinnati, Ohio, will
held at the Placement Center dur- be here Dec. 15. Karl Bodenbending the month of Def~mber. . . · er will be reqruiting for lt-6
Barney Elder of the -Gall11p- · . , ·
, · , •·
.
J .
McKinley County Schoollil,l Gall\lp, i ; rte4q'bers, also ~~or grades •7-~,
will be here today looldng ;fo:r · seco~da:ry st~de~is . teach~r~ . m
teachers for all levels, both , ~le- speq•a\ ~edueation, art, mus1c~ PE
mentary and secondary. . · •
~n~- for secondary 7-12 all subOn Dec. 13 Los· Lunas Col!soli- Je~t~.. .
'i'
.
dated Schools, Los Lunas, Will b.e
~~~ pee: 14, Mt .George Bur~s
recruiting for an elementary h- of tllf,. Wmdow Rock School D!sbrarian, four elementary teach- trict No. 8, Fort Defiance, Arlll.,
ers secondary wachers for home will be interviewing for seven
eco~omics, a guidance counselor teachers· on the kindergarten
and a T&LI wacher.
level.

WANT ADS

DIAMOND white gold engagement ring,
in or around the Language Lab, Reward. Please call 255-7485, 11/22-30.
PERSONALS
WANTED 3 open-minded girk for Miami
Beach Xmas trip. ExJ>enaes paid. Contact Ric 242·9252, 6-7 p.m. 11/30-12/'l
WE'LL PAY YOU 'lO HAVE FUN: En·
thusiastic, energetic junior or ~enior to
write chapter for student guidebook. Expenses and fee 1>1118 by-line and short
biography. Tell 118 wflo you are immediately. Write: WHERE THE FUN IS,
U.S.A., Simon and Sehuster, 630 Fifth
Ave., New York, N. Y. 10020
WANTED
USED baby carriage and Porta-crib, in
good condition, Please. Phone 268·1063.
12/1-7.
FOUND
TRANSISTOR Radio left by student at
Cashier window, Admin. Bldg. Owner
may have by identil'yjng same.

~

Teacher Recruiting: !$toF

Opportunities to study in Britain this summer will be the topic
of a lecture this afternoon at 4
in. Room .25(} of thEl U~ion by Dr.
MargarE~t1 Paton, direc,t!lr of ,the
1968' British Univerl!ity', Summe:r.
School P~ogram.
Six-week courses are: offered at
the University of Birmingham,
the University of London, the
University of Oxford, a~;~d the
University of Edinburgh in drama, literature, history, art, and
philosophy.
The courses are open to graduate students and to undergraduates who will have fhl.iahed their
junior year 'by June, 1968.
The1·e will be formal l!lctures
and informal discussions under
the supervision of tutors. Visits
are arranged to places of historical and cui tural interest. TherE)
is an opportunity for students
engaged in research to discuss
their work with British scholars.
Costs range from $126 to $174
for tuition, and from $350 to $392
for rooms, board and tuition. A
small number of scholarships are
available.

FOR SALE
1959 FORD Galaxie 600, 2-dr hardtop, V -s.
4 barrel carburetor. Body in good condition, good tires, new 11utomatic transmission. · ust sell to pay 2nd semester
tuition. $300-350. Phone 842·9889. 11/2912/3.
UNDERWOOD Standard typewriter, pica
type. Call Mrs. White 243.0431. 11/2912/3.
GARAGE SALE-Books. Leaving town,
must sacrifice. Areas: Psycho!Qgy, Phil·
osophy, Mathematics, Biology, Phyaics,
Literature, Reference. See Union bulletin board for detailed list, prices. Sale
hours M-F, 7·9 p.m.: S.S, 12-1 p.m.
402-A Harvard SE. 12/1-7.
STUDENTS lookin&: for a car from $100.
to $2000, any make. For the Joweot
prices In town call Lanny Corter, 2981984 after 3 :30 p.m.
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER Sales & Services, all
makes. 20 percent discount with this ad.
Free pickup and delivery. Open until 8
p.m. on Monday & thursday. E a: E
Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, Phone
243·0588.
PERSONALS
PERSONALITY POSTERS. PSYCHADELIC POSTERS &: BUTTONS. If we
don't have them, then you don't want
them, Send for samples and list. IliA·
DAM BUTTERFLY'S Gift Shop, 4609
E. Colfax, Denver, Colorado. 80220.
FOR RENT
HOUSE for Rent. 2 blocka from CBDIP11S
on Las Lomas. $136. per month with 1
Year lease. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, fireplace, walled yard. Phone 242-1938. 11/29.
ROOMS lor rent, $30 per month. Close
to campus. Males only. 42-C Sycamore
NE. Phone 842-1824. Call or see after
4 p.m. 11/22-30,
LOST.

~--------.
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By BOB STOREY
The only way the poor and discriminated-against masses are
going to change their Jives is by
organi:~;ing into a militant power
unit, says fa1·m labor leader Cesar
Chave:~;.

BILL WEEKS, IN HIS LAST game as the head football coach at
UNM, shows the tension of the position. He resigned Monday from
the post he has held for eight years, but will remain at UNM in some
capacity. This photo by Lobo photographer Bob Pawley was taken
at the game against New Mexico State this season.

Sororities and Gangsters

Kidnap for Charity l-lelps
Raise Food and Clothing~
Gangland teamed up with the
Salvation Army Monday nfglit in
a aol'ority president kidnap by
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity.
In ord!lr to raise :food and
clothing for the Salvation Army,
the fraternity members disguised
themselves as gangsters and kidnaped eight sorority presidents,
leaving a ransom note indicating
that one can of food or article
of clothing per sorority girl was
needed for their _president's return.
In accordance with the ranson1
note's orders, 300 girls arrived
at the fraternity house at 7:30
p.m. where their leaders wert! being held. After depositing their
goods in the Salvation Army
truck, each sorority gave a serenade.
The kidnap was arranged on a
Monday night because sororities
hold their meetings at that time
and more girls were able to par-

ticipate, Kent Swigard,._ Lambda
Chi Alpha vice-president, l!'llid.
When the "gangsterS" broke
into each sorority, the presidents
made enough noise to cause a
general state of chaos among the
girls.
The presidents, who had known
what was happening all along,
were then rapidly taken to a black
"get-away" car and driven to the
fraternity house.
A master of ceremonies equipped with a tambourine greeted
the girls who can1e to retrieve
their leaders at the fraternity
house. After each serenade, a
president was escorted out to tlie
girls and released.
"Too many people associate the
Greek system entirely with parties," Swigard said. "Actually,
we are tied in with a wide range
of things, many of which are
oriented for the good of the community."

Chavez made the statement in a
historic first meeting with New
Mexico's Spanish American leader
Reies Tijerina for a taped radio
interview on KUNM.
Chave:~; reaffirmed his stand on
non-violence, but said that the
poor, including the Spanish Amercans and the Negroes, must form
a power alliance. to bring about
change.
Both Chave:~; and Tijerina represent predominantly Spanish-or
Mexican-American groups. Chavell led a strike by laborers in the
grape fields o;f Delano county,
Calif., in 1966, which resulted in
the formation of a grape-pickers
union. Tijerina is the leader of a
militant group claiming title to
· land in northern New Mexico under sixteenth-century Spanish
land grants.
"When the government comes
at you with troops and ;force, violence is out, not as a philosophy
but as a tactic," said Chavez. As
a force violence does not gain
anything for the movement, he
said.
Tijerina said he does not advocate violence, but call!\ .it. a. teac-.
tion' to the'~poor people's frustration after years of oppression.
"In a confrontation one member of the group may throw a
rock and start something," he

said. "This does not mean that;"'
the leader supports violence, but
it leads people to think that the
movement is violent."
"If one life is lost in my fight to
get the farm workers organi:~;ed
than it is not wo:rth it," Chave:~;
said. He said that he adhered
strictly to this belief and would
not tolerate violence in his movement.
Tijerina and Chave:~; agreed that
their movements were aimed at
bringing attention to the problems of their people.
"Mr. Chave:~; has chosen to work
for getting higher wages and decent conditions for the farm workers," Tijerina said, "I work to get
return of the land and upholding
of their culture for my people, but
we are both worldng to bring attention to people's problems.
· ''"
Chave:~; said that his union's approach to the workers' problems
was generally accepted by society
and that he did not have much
difficulty in organi:~;ing the movement.
He said that the farm workers'
union is related to Tijerina's landgrant movement in that they have
the same cultural and religious
background and the same language. Both are also discriminated against, and are lJMr, he
said.
"Mr. Tijerina has taken a new
, and different approach and this is
why he is so controversial," Chavez said. Tijerina has dared to
question the ownership of the
land, a radically new approach to
reform, he continued.
, ...J<

Dr. Slate Invited to Head BA Session
Of Allied Social Science Conference

Charles W. Moore, chairman of
the Yale University School of
Art and Architecture, will speak
in the Kiva Thursday at 8 p.m.
Moore, whose talk is blling
By CRAIG GU:EST
sponsored by the Alumni and
Dr. Daniel M. Slate, UNM
Friends of the UNM department
of architecture, is visiting Albu- business administration professor,
querque to serve as a juror for announced yesterday that he has
the awards program of the Amer- been invited by members of his
profession to be chairman of the
ican Institute of Architects.
Moore is principal of the firm business administration session of
.· of Moore, Lyndon, Turnbull and the Allied Social Science Confer.-Whitaker in New Haven, Conn. ence in Washington D.C., Dec.
· His work has belln mostly in the 27-29.
·· residehtial areas, with his best
Dr. Slate will also present a
known work being the condomin- paper titled "Systems Theory and
ium at the Sea Ranch north of Analysis: Miracle or Mirage?" at
San Francisco, which has \'lion the conference which will bring
together leaders from through·
many· ,architectural awards.
out the nation who will present
llllmiiNIIfllllllll!lllllllllllllllll!flllllllln!IIIIIIIIIIKmlllflilllfiiiiiiiiiiHIIIMII and discuss new concepts in the
various fields of social science.
This will be the first time the
lobo Basletball
UNM
School of Business will be
Game time t9night for the .Lo- represented
the conference,
bo's home opener against Pepper· thus Dr. Slateat
considers
dine is 8:05 at, University Arena. manshi);l a special honor.his chairStudents .must .pick up reserved
Dr. Slate said, "It Will be a
tickets today at the Johnson tic- fairly
important session in that
ket office.
·
there has been a dramatic shift
The ticket ·and athletic ID's in business administration educamust be presented at the gates to- tion concet•ned with viewing the
night for admission to the game, firm as a total systems process.''
The freshman game featuring
In his talk Dr. Slate will emWillie Long, who scored 55 points phasize the system approach to
in his first game as a Wolfpup, administration as opposed to the
starts at 5:50.
functional study of an organiza·
iiMMHIIIRIIIINIIKIIMIAIHRI!IIIHIIHIMIIIIRRIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIItiiNI-INIIIIIIIIIIi tion or firm.

"The advanced US!'! of technological devices, namely tbe computer, has impelled. all types of organizations to look at their operatio nas a whole rather than as
separate functional activities
such . as finance, personnel or
sales," he said.
Also presenting business administration spellches at the conference in the Washington Hilton Hotel will be Dr. Gwyn Col·
lins, lecturer at Harvard and Dr.
Arnold E. An1stut:~; of MIT.
This is Dr. Slate's first year
· at UNM after heading the department of industrial administration at the University of II·
linois.
IRIIIIftiiiiiRIIIHIIIHiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiH.IIIII£1

L!IIH111RII1IIIHIIHIIIIHIIIH

'Hello, Dolly'
An extra performance of "Hello, Dolly" has been added to the
Concert Hall roster. The play,
staring Dorothy Lamour, will run
Jan. 11, 12, and 13. Tickets are
DINGMAN, Lambda Chi Alpha pledge, keeps a close eye
now available at $6.50, $5.50, onWALTER
Shirl
a
Scott,
president of Alpha Chi Omega sorority, during the
$4.50, and $3.50 in the Concert ' fraternity's all-sorority
Monday evening. In order to raise
Hall box office. UNM students food and clothing tor thekidnap
Salvation
Army the Lambda Chis disguised
may buy tickets :for half-price themselves as gangsters and kidnaped
eight sorority presidents, leav·
with an I.D. card.
ing a ransom note indicating that one can of food or one article of
IIIIRI!IIHI-IIIHIIIIIIflllllllllllllllfiiiiiiiiHIIIUIIIIIIIIllllli-llmiiiiiiUII clothing per sorority girl was needed for their president's return.
!
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UNM Veterans Address
ltegents: :

CPS Editor Critic~es

To the '.Regents of the University

Dear Editor:
I have just read your editorial
of· October 25 "Can We Believe
What We Read?" on 'press coverage of the October 21 demonstJ:ation at the Pentagon,
I, too, was amazed to see the
discrepancies between ou.r coverage and that given by AP, UPI,
the New York Times, and the
Washington Post. (The one publication which didn't surprise me
at all was Time magazine, whose
coverage was predictably biased
and only peripherally related to
what actually occurred,)
I would agree that these discrepancies are disturbing but I
would disagree with several of
the editorial's other statements.
You said that CPS "asserted
that the soldiers unleashed their
bayonets at every occasion and
used their weapons and training
to terrorize the absolutely peaceful demonstrators, who meant to
harm no one and did nothing to
harass the troops."
That is incorrect. We did report
that very early in the demonstration the soldiers did unsheath
their bayonets, contrary to Pentagon statements, and then resheath them, not that they used
bayonets "at every occasion!'
We did point out that beating
of demonstrators was more widespread than generally reported.
Though most of the press reported correctly that the soldiers
were fairly restrained, the U.S.

. .

of "New Mexico:
'

Dear ,Sirf!:
The ex-servicemen ~'in· attendance at the University· of. New
•Mexico have taken the following
position with regard to the UNM
Juggler.
1. We support the rights of
freedom of expression and the
:w;J!SS,

.

··2. We support the ri,ght of The
Juggler to continue to exist as a
student-controlled publication.
3. While not necessarily agreeing with all the content of The
Juggler, we do not find it subversive, traitorous, or treasonous.
4. We wish to disassociate ourselves from the position of the Albuquerque United War Veterans
Council with regard to The Juggler,
5. We are strongly opposed to
a non-University organization attempting to influence the internal
affairs of the students of the University.
For the above reasons, we urge
the Regents of the University to
9-•efuse to consider any of the
charges presently brought against
"The Juggler, and that any charges
or complaints in this matter be
considered by the Student Publi,cations Board and that its decis~on be considered final.
Steve Van Dresser, President,
Student Veterans Association,
University of New Mexico

marshals, brought. in from several Southern cities, were often unnecessarily brutlll, beating demonstrators who had fallen to the
ground. This is fact. It has nothing to do with perspective. We
saw it.
Few demonstrators came here
with the intention of physically
harming soldiers, but we did not
assert that they did nothing to
harass the troops. But most of
this "harassment" involved trying to convince soldiers to defect
and asking them why they would
continue to .be part· of the military machine. It was not physical
provocation.
As for the numbers game, the
commercial press for some reason
took official police and Pentagon
estimates without question. CPS
did not, however, as you seem to
imply, do the opposite .and take
at face value the Mobilization
Committee estimates of 200,000
demonstrators. We made our own
estimate, as best we could. It was
easy to do, since some people took
part only in one portion of the
demonstration (rally, march, and
direct action). We finally settled.
on the' general statement that
there were "well over 100,000
people" involved at one point or
another, based on comparisons
with previous demonstrations occupying the same areas and on
the fact that a march over the
short distance from the Lincoln
Memorial to the Pentagon started
at 1:30 p.m. and did not end until
after 6 p.m.
I agree that no one could present a completely accurate or exhaustive report, but I would suggest that our spirit of questioning
Pentagon assertions about numbers, bayonets, and tear gas and
our reliance on our own observations produced a more accurate
description than the parroting
of those claims by the Establishment press.
,
While I agree that "readers
. , • of newspapers should not
passively accept everything they
read in the papers as fact," I
disagree violently with your
statement that "it is sad fact that
some veteran newsmen as well as
neophyte reporters can all too often allow their personal biases to
color their reportage to an unreasonable degree.''
In the first place, there are no
neophyte reporters working for
CPS. The three of us who covered
the demonstration combine 18
years of experience as journalists.
Secondly, I don't think you
could claim that we (or possibly
even the Establishment press)
allowed our biases to influence
our reporting "to an unreasonable
degree.'' Biases do influence reporting, of course. Reporters are
human beings and their pre-conceptions do influence the way they
view the world, the same as other
human bein~s. That is hardly a
"sad fact,'' though it is a fact.
But I, for one, am tired of reading reports colored by the same
Establishment
pre-conceptions.
That is why we try to keep those
preconceptions out of CPS reports
and why they are often 10 different.

Lobo Editorial

Calling U
WEDNESDAY: A,W.S., Union 231 DE; 3:30p.m.

•

PEMM Club; Union Council Room; 3:30
p.m.
I
American Bank of Commerce; Un on
139-W; 6 p.m.
•
Des
Mortar Board Dinner; Union
. ert
Room: 6 p.m.
•
A
A.W.S. Judicial Board; Umon 231
;
6:30 p.m.
•
•
Co
.1 .,_.
De1ta. Sigma Pt: Unton
unct .nuum;
• 1 p.m.
Jed
U
•
25rtA
Delta Sigma Pi P ges ; mon
.,.. ;
1 p.m.
N.S.A.: Union 263; 7 p.m.
Student Senate; Union 250 B-C: 'I p.m.
Lobo Chrilltian Fellowship; Union 231C ; 'I :30 p.m.
. .
•
Student Education Association; Umon
260-D; 'I :30 p.m.
National-International Club Debate on
Viet Nam; Union .Theater; 8 p.m••
Wednesday Night Dance; Umon Ball·
room; 8 p.m.
•
UNM Basketball: George Pepperdme
College; University Arena; 8 :06 p.m.
THURSDAY: Civil Engineering Dept.
Paving Conference: Union Theater : 8 p.m.
Paving Conference Luncheon: Union S,
Ballroom : 12 noon.
Intramural Ch""" Tournament; Union
260 A-B; 6 p.m.
Mortar Board: Union 23l·A; 6 p.m.
Spurs; Union 250-C; 6 p.m.
APOWA Pledges ; Union 250-D ; 6 :30

P·~ociation

of University Religious Advisors: Union 139 E and W; 6 :30 p.m.
Paving Conference Banquet; Union
Desert Room; 6 :46 p.m.
R.H.C. 8 p,m, Coronado Hall conference
room.
•
U •
Chri&tian Scienee Organization;
naon
250-E; 7 p.m.
•
•'.,. Alpha. Phi Omega; Umon 231-B; 'I :30
p.m.
APOWA; Union 231-D; 7:30p.m.
Dames Club; Union 231·C; 7:30 p.m.
Architecture Lecture Series: Charles
Moore, Lecture and oUde show on his
work; Education Kiva;·s p.m.
History Department Lecture: Prof, Ar·
min Rappaport, ''Europ<!-The Fourth
Center of World Power:" Union Theater:
8 p.m.
National-International Club Faculty D.,..
bate on Viet Nam: Union 129: 8 p.m.
Pi Sigma Alpha; Union Council Room:
8 p.m.
Theta Sigma Phi Best Dressed Girl on
Camp1111 Cofttoot Finu: Union nau-t;
8 p.m.
AlbuqueTque Sympbuny Orchestra; Con•
ccrt. Hall: 8 :15 p.m.
FRIDAY: Bureau of Business : s - &
Seminar; Union 2ISO-C : 8 a.m.
·
C. E. Dept. Paving Conference: Union
Theater; 8 a.m.
Designing Education for the Future;
Union N. Ballroom; 8 a.m.
Designing Education for tbe Future;
Union 231 B, C, D; 10:46 a.m.
Paving Conference Luncheon: Union S.
Ballroom ; 12 noon.
Latin American Desk; Union 263; 12 ~30
P~m.

:Lobo Christian Fellowahlp-UNM Faculty; Union 2at-A; 12:30 p.m.
TGIF Record Hop with tbe Priest;

t .,.

Union 129: 3 p.m.
• •
New Mexico School Boards Association
Banquet; Union Desert Room : G:30 p.m.
Foreign Film: "Joan of tbe Angels"
(Polish) : Union Theater; 7, 10 p.m.
Allen Lenicheck Plano Concert: Union
Ballroom : 8 p.m.
Baha'i: Union 231-D: 8 p.m.
Rodey Theatre Production: "Under the
Milk Wood": Rodey Theatre; 8:30 p.m.
SATURDAY: Opportunities Unlimited
Seminar; New Mexico Union; 9 a.m.
UNM Regents; Union Council Room;
9 a.m.
Coordinating Council of Colleges and
Secondary Schools : Union 231 A-B : 10
a.m.
• tl
New Mexico Sehool Boards Associ& on;
Union Desert Room ; 12:30 p.m.
Albuquerque Association for the U.N.
Banquet: Union Desert Room ; 6 :30 p.m.
Saturday Film Fare: "Bom Free" ;
Union Theater; 7 :10 p.m.
Rodey Theatre Production: See Dee. 8 ;
Rodcy Theatre; 8 :30 p.m.
•
Rock Dance: Union Ballroom, adnus•
sion 50 cents: 1 :80·11 :80 p.m.
SUNDAY: Alpha Phi Omega Pledges;
Union 250-A ~ 5 p.m; •·
SundBY. Film Fare: "Bom Free''; Union
Theater: 5, 8 p.m.
Rodey Theatri> Production ; See Dee. 8;
Rodey Theatre; 8:30 p.m.

VISTA Will Recruit
.On Campus All Week
Two VISTA recruiters will be
on campus all week in the Placement Center trailer from 9 a.m. to
5p.m.
Robert Lunzo and Vickie Samsel are looking primarily for people who can join the program
within the next year.
A movie, "While I Run This
Race," will be shown in the
Union Wednesday, Dee. 6, and
. Friday,. Dec. 8,. at noon. It ia a
sequel to the Aeademv-Awarllwinning "A Year Towards To·
morrow.'' The lllOVie beillg llilown
in the Union deals with volUilteers working with migrants in
Arizona.
The Newman Center will sponsor a special VISTA night, Thursday, Dec. 7. Movies will be shown,
and former VISTA volunteers
from the area will hold an open
discussion.
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Dr. Crenshaw

e

Dr. Virginia Crenshaw, a profeasor in the UNM College of
Nursing, has been elected .national president of Sigma Theta Tau,
national honor society of nursing.
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By CARL T. ROWAN
WASHINGTON-One evening in October, three investigators from
the President's Commission on Civil Disorders walked into a meeting
of Detroit's leading "black power" organization, What they heard,
saw and reported back to Washington stood some people's hair on end.
A Negro minister berated Ne~ro parents for "f~iling. the black children" during a flareup at Detrmt's Knudsen Jumor High School.

* * *

"You should have been down there breaking windows," he scolded
·1 • •
them.
Then lawyer Milton Henry, self-styled leader of ''black rebe hon,'
offered a resolution of condolences to be sent to the family of Che
Guevara, the Cuban revolutionary who was slain recently while trying to turn Bolivia into another VietNam.
"Che Guevara was a black revolutionary murdered by white imperialists," Henry told the audience.

..

...

The resolution passed without dissent.
These were but two of the "surprises'' the Washington investigators
got as they sat through this meeting of Detroit's Citywide Citizens
Action Committee (CCAC). This black nationalist group gave the
probers some shocking new insights into:
1. The degree of hoplessness, alienation and just plain hatred that
can be stirred up among the Negro masses these days.
2. The growing likelihood that "guerrilla warfare" will be employed as "a defensive tactic" in some American big-city ghettos.
3. The probability that the summer of 1967, when rioters did more
than ~270 million worth of damages, was only a prelude to a bigger
racial crisis.
4. The impact of international forces, possibly including the money
bags of Red China, on protests and upheaval in the U.S.
5. The rapidity with which the Negro masses seem to be abandoning integration as "an attainable goal" and are ra11ying to ~he separatist cries of the black nationalists.

* * *

Officials of the President's Commission (headed by Gov. Otto Kerner
of Illinois, with Mayor John Lindsay of New York as vice-chairman)
retain disciplined silence about their work. But I have learned from
totally reliable sources that reports from riot-scarred Detroit ha':e
given the commissioners a new sense of the critical nature of their
impending report to the President and the American people.

* * *

The President's Commission has turned a keen eye on the Citywide
Citizens Action Committee because:
A) Its leaders form a curious black power brain trust,.and there is
more than routine interest among Negroes and law enforcement
officials as to the role this brain trust played in the riots that wracked
Detroit last summer.
B) CCAC as a group sprang up in the wake of the riots, but even
committee investigators concede the CCAC boast that it now has a
larger following among the Negro masses of Detroit than any other
group.
C) There have been worrisome reports, backed by some evidence,
that the Peking-oriented Progressive Labor Party is manipulating
and prhaps flnancing CCAC through its Detroit operatives.
D) CCAC has established increasing liaison with similar groups
in other major cities, with the result that the black nationalists could
have, in a few months, the most potent and effective political instrument antong American Negroes.

"' "'

.

'1'he kader of CCAC i8 the Rev. Albert Cleage, pntor of the Centnl U.UW. Chucb of ChriM. and a foraer m.dl MWilim aad cloee
a..e· · t. oltM late MaleoiM X. Hr. Cleqe ran uneaceessfully againat
Gurp ~as the Jl'reedom Now party's candidate for governor
4MB'
.....3.
1fJioa
of Wulribston's eoneem about CCAC, I teAepholled
llr. Clea«e. He turned out to be an utterly articulate, outapoken advocate of black power. He admitted proudly that the resolution of
eondolences for Che Guevara had been proposed and passed. ·

t......

"' why
"' guerrilla warfare is a posWhen he had finished telling* me
sibility in America, I knew why the investigators were watching
Detroit. And l was as concerned about the direction of American race
relations as I had ever been in my life.

! ,. ,

.'7.....
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ny LARRY ~CHWARTZ
What is "Black Power.?" Dr.
Nathan Hare, a Negro sociologist
and "Black Power" advocate defines it in the following way:
'' 'Power' is the ability to influence
another person-even against his
will, if necessary, We know what
'Black' is. So 'Black Power' means
~he exercise by black people of
mfluence on the forces which oppose us. Those forces happen to
be white for the most part."
In 1954, the United States Supreme Court declared that segregation was unconstitutional and
this opened the way for a new
form of civil rights protest, a militancy. James W. Vander Zanden
points out that when a minority
lacks access to the major sources
of power in a society and the society has a stratified social structure and a functional division of
labor,. non-cooperation in that society becomes very effective. This
call be seen through the many effective boycotts and demonstra.tions which have occurred during
the last thirteen years. These
facts, and others, were responsible for the formation of the militant type of civil rights strategy
and is made up of Negroes wlto
were disatisfied with the speed
and progress and some of the
tactics used by the old militant
form of civil rights protest.

"' * "'

To understand "Black Power,"
I believe that we first must understand militancy. James Q, Wil' son, In his book Negro Politics,
gives a very good presentation of
this. He first points out that the
militant confronts issues in simple
terms, or in other words, tries to
keep the problem from being complex. They seem to be concerned
with the immediate issue, not
taking into account latter effects.
Militant leaders frequently com~ine several issues. They are
very conscious of our society's
shortcomings because they see
society as it should be. Militants
have the same norms and values
as the white society with the exception of race. Militants are more
.concerned with raising status,
welfare is a secondary cunsideration. The militant leaders place
great faith in the passing of law
but have little faith in the lawmakers or enforcers. They will
use the grass roots technique
rather than rely on intellectual
appeal. The militant is usually
far removed (great social distance) from influential whites.
They see the white power structure as made up of white leaders aeting in unison and he thinks
they usually run contrary to
Negro ballots.

"'of "'technique
*

This type
causes
a conflict in the white middle class
society. This conflict arises from
the fact that the Negro has been
trying to gain full admission into
society by gaining economic and
political equality in a society
which is opposed to this. This society has not ·allowed the Negro,
as a group, to gain political and
economic power or status (with
the exception of the athletic or
entertainment fields), which are
basic needs. The "Black Power"
movement is gaining support from
Negroes because the militant
movement has not been able to
fulfill these needs. The Negro has
been unsuccessful in gaining power and status till'e\lgh the militant
technique.

"' "' *

ln Dr. Hare's definition &f
''Black Power," he states; "power ,
is the ability to influence another
perlkln-even against his ·will if
necessary.'' So 'Black Power'
nteans the exer.cise by black people
of .influence on the forces which
oppose them. 'Binek Power' advo•
cates feel that the white middle
classes wjJl noLrelinquish very

.
-
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Investigators See Threat
Of Bigger Race Crisis
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" ••• our actions must be guided by the deepest principles
of our Christian faith. Love
must ·be our :regulating ideal.
Once again we must hea:r the
· words o:f Jesus echoing across
the centuries: Love your enemies, bless them that curse
you, and pray for them that
despitefully use you . . . To
meet hate with retaliatory
hate would do nothing .but
intensify the existence of evil
in the universe. Hate begets
hate; violence begets violence
... Yfe must meet the forces
of hate with the power of
love; we must meet physical
force with soul force. Our
aim must never be to defeat
or humiliatf;l the white man,
but to win his friendship and
understanding.'' (Martin Luther King)
Through the last twelve years,
we have seen a development of
the Black movement in America.
It began on the incredibly high
principles enunciated by Dr. King
when he insisted that "we shall
match your capacity to inflict suffering by our capacity to endure
suffering." Christian love in all
its fullness guided the early effol·ts to attain equality. In the
Negro community today we find
the opposite views expressed with
considerable vehemence, • "To hell
with the laws of the United
States. • . . If a honky tries to
shoot you, kill him before God
gets the news.''. (Stokely Carmichael)
The switch has not been a full
turn-about. There have been radical persons in the black community all along, but the balance
of power is beginning to swing
to the radicals who have lately
joined the black struggle. Martin
Luther King still urges peaceful
means, Whitney Young of the
Urban League and NAACP's Roy
Wilkins argue for politics of coal-

·of ·a· just war ·theory is too varied over-kill. Yet this is not the 'sit•· . to ht•ing. •out. ·here. ·Gompromise '• uation• in ,America and. the cau):,
eventually was reached ani} hal. !ion can be taken.
· been liv.ed y.rith ~hrpJl~jl tll11 ~1ln
i'b~'e'x"trethe:ra'di<\al.Blac~,Pow
, turies unth the Iire~eJ!,t wJfen t'f!l , ·. r 1 g~~\;psj $eemito be:tepd!'ig toissue again has been raised bl!- waril.s an 'actual wa1<mimtality•
cause of the atrocities of modern How this comes about is underwarfare.
standable from what we have said
The· black · movement · in the above. Whether the existing conUnited States has developed in ditions warr~tnt such an all-out
much the same way. In a realiza- irrational i$ anothe·r' question. 1.)
tion threat the white man, as any Violence ~s alway::; the ·la1;1~ ptep,
man, is corrupt and will not give it is allowable only wilen , ~;v(;lry
the black quality in fact, the other means of J:etaliation has
ition, As James Meredith stated Negro in America has felt that he been exhausted. 2.) Violence :can
in his talk at UNM last year, is entitled to some defense. We be possible in a reasonable con"Just because we are all black define rights. The Negro in Amer- text only, when it will bring about
doesn't mean :we have to agree ica can, therefore, iii many in- the desired goal.
any more than Kennedy and John- stances, regard the white man as
* * >~<
son should agree because they his enemy. However many laws
The desired goal ia in this soare both white.''
that the Supreme court pas&es to ciety and not outside it. The rea.When Christianity, another pop- guarantee. official rights of the son for the black movement at
ular movement, began to spread, black community, there will still the very beginning is that t&:e
it started with the same gentle be attitudes which result in the Negro was treated as an outsider,
and pacifist "turning the other deprivation of rights. We cannot not as an equal. Dropping out of
cheek" policies. The result was legislate brotherly love.
'the society does not guarantee an
martyrdom and persecution, but
How can the black movement attainment of rights within that
not war or retaliation. Christian- in America unite in their own same society. Violent separation
ity was a way of life that saw cause against the enemy? It can cannot attain the goal of equality.
each man as a child of God, as a be done in many ways. It is es- It may be understandable when a
potential friend of God, and the sential that a unity be set to give man visits Harlem and the other
rule of that life was love and non- the Negro bargaining power. slums and sees what our society
violence.
Many in our country hesitate and has done to the Negro, but it can
It seems that the Black move- fear the appellation "enemy". In only fail desperately. Violence
ment in America has moved from the "just" wars we have waged, will maintain the inequality; it
non-violent pacifism to Black we have always beim th uphold- will destroy the positive efforts
Power just as Christianity itself ers of justice. Now we are polar- that have been made; it destroys
has moved from non-violent paci- ized necessarily in the position dialogue.
fism to the concept of a just war. of enemy by the Negro and it is
* t,r *
Is this bad or good ? Can we jus- not pleasant. It is a position we
A
moderate
Black Power, in the
tify ourselves as Christians with- have never acknowledged before. sense of Black pride does seem
out justifying Black Power? If But in the absence of willingness necessary . In war, where polarwe can tolerate war in Viet Nam to honestly change our attitudes, ization is taking place, there must
as a necessary evil demanded by the black man in America must be negotiation for peace. In Amer'.:'
unjust aggression, can we also unite.
ica, where polarization is taking
tolerate riots "war" in our cities
Black America has toured the place, there must be dialogue.
as a necessary evil demanded by route of non-violence and now Dialogue is the voice of reason
unjust deprivation of human must face the hostile attitudes in any conflict. But to have dial'ights? These are significant. which still abscure whatever legal logue there must be equality.
questions and we must struggle success the non-violence bought. Dialogue is a fearsome thing beThe black movement is beginning cause the partners who engage in
for some reasonable answer.
Why did Christianity move to polarize the nation.
it must open themselves to the
f!:'om its original pacifist position ?
Is this cause for violence? possibility of change. They must
It seems that Christians began to Even within the just war theory • submit to the fact that what the
serve militarily in the fourth cen- even when there is legitimate other person says may force them
tury. In the fifth, when the bar- reason to retaliate, there are cer- to change some very che1•ished
barians began to sweep over tain principles that must be main- opinions.
Europe, it was practical neces- tained. Even when circumstances
sity that forced violence upon the force man into a polarized sitIs America ready for dialogue
Christian efforts of the Church. uation, man still must strive to about racial issues? I can only
Along with this was the growing bring reason to bear on the prob- say that we have to be! Both
awareness of man's inevitable lem.
white and black must be willing to
corruption, that his perfection
One principle reads: "Retalia- enter dialogue and give. Both
would not be found in this life. tion must never take place with must be willing to change. Both
This being the case, it was neces- disproportionate means." In our must
have the courage to suffer
sary to defend the rights and in- present situation in VietNam this the loss of very old. opinions (prestitutions that had developed.
statement seems absurd bcause judices). The Black community
The complexity of thinking that of the incredible technology that must develop enough solidarity
lay behind the eventual definition has developed such potential for
(Continued on page 4)

·l .
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much power to the Negro and
the best way for them to gain it
is through a united Negro front.
This front includes both political
and economic considerations. For
the most part, the Negro has
chosen to remain within the total
culture, but some of the more extreme groups advocate the withdrawal from white society and the
formation of a separate black one.
A good example is the Black Muslims, who view all white men as
devils and their enemies. Although
Elijah Muhammed has been very
vague on the subject, he states
that some day the Negt•oes will
form their own state. Probably
the best known black power group
is the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee which up
until recently was led by Stokley
Carmichael. Mr. Carmichael made
the term "Black Power" popular
at the SNCC convention of May,
1966. "Black Power" groups are
trying to bring about a change
in the power structure of the white
middle class society.
"Black Power'' methods range
from. -the revaltttionary .telldency·,
of Stokley Carmichael and H.
Rap Brown to the Ballot Box.· type
used by Richard Hatcher and
Carl Stokes. The former felt that
there is no hope for the Negro in
the white middle class society and,
so they say; work outside of it.
The latter, who are not totally
pleased with the.·present .society, .

have chosen to remain within it.
They feel it is easier to make it
better this way.

"' "' *

Negroes today lack status in
the white society as well as with- .
in their own ranks. The "Black
Power" movement is trying to
build up intra-group status. They
are doing this by denying whites
leadership positions in some of
their assoications. This is very
important, for it enables Black
people to take pride in their race.
Also, by gaining power, the Black
man will no longer have to ask
the White man for something but
will he in an equal bargaining
position. Many Black Power advocates feel they are not full
members of the society. They see
the Negro as giving a great deal
·more to society than he receives.
This can be seen in the position
of many "Black Power;' leaders'
attitudes toward the war in Viet
Nam. Stokley Carmichael continuously states that the Black nten
should not fight, the White man's
war. This was also · the position
:f11.·11fubammed 'Ali (Casiml 'Clay)
when he refused induction into
the army. Like all extremist positions, I believe 1'Black Power"
will grow in strength .if the situation :for the Negro does not improve socia]Jy, economically and
politically. 1f these three condi·
tions improve, l feel that there
will be no need for "Black Power"
and it will diminish.

KllllimiDIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIUIUIOOIUIIIIIIlmiiiiiiiUIIUIIIIIUIURYIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIDIIIIIIIIIHIIIIBIDHHmiiiii!IIIRHmUIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIHniiHIIIIIIIIIIU

The Black View
By .James Anthony Martino
Black Power is the rallying
cry of the American Negro. It
is the watchword of a race deprived of its culture, its pride,
and its human rights, which
now demands of the white man
that which belongs to it by virtue of human rights.
The white populace speaks
of individual incentive. A man
-a people-can have no incentive if they lack pride and
economic standing, The white
race has exploited all minorities-especially the Negro in
America-and the concept of
Black Power is the Negro way
of saying, "No, we won't take
it any longer. We're black and
proud of the way we are.
We're equal and if you. (the
white people) :fail to realize
this fact then we will have to
'force you."

"' "'

.

The civil rights campaign of
the early '60s lighted the light
in the forest, the forest of eth·
nocentric pitfalls .built by
whites. Now the Negro rallies
behind nten like Stokely Carmichael (at the moment with
a lot of questioning), li. Rap
.Brown_..and .Ron Xaringa, the

architects of black pride and
.black motivation. For through
Negro "cohesiveness" can the
aims ·uf the black man be attained.
In these, the early stages of
black power, communication
between concerned whites and
blacks is of the utmost importance. But how can there be
honest, straightforward communication when the white
press prints only according to
the bias of the individual reporter, when it quotes the
black man too often out of
context, and prints only what
the editor thinks will help s1<~:
his paper-namely sensationlism. The labeling of Malcont
X as anti-white and militant,
and of all black militants as
anti-white, are examples of
such journalism.
When the Irish in Boston,
the Jews or Italians in New
York, or any other ethnic min·
otity group united itself to
form a power bases for selfimprovement, were they labeled as being anti-something?
Black Power is pro-black, not
anti-white, and the white press
should print its articles with
(Continued on page 4)
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One hot, August afternoon ,this
.summer, a KVNM News tef!-m
..eomposed of Jim Johnson, Dcnn:is
Luchetti, and myf!elf talked •with
f()Ur black militm~ts at the DQUU·
1ass
House Writers' Workshop in
1
Watts, Los Angeles, It WIW the
third anniver8ary of the Watts
?tp·rising.
What follows h!W been extra.cted
from that discussion. It is a
black community in. America. If
compilation
of the re?rmrks of
Black Power in. its extreme form,
however self-destructive it may former Harvard student Johnie
be, rises to the fore, we must Scott, whom Budd Sehulberg has
acknowledge our share of the · described as "The Poet Laureate
guilt. But, in Christian lo1Te 1 we of the Ghetto!' Although drawn
cannot allow such a thing to de- from various portions of the dis~
this essay retains the
stroy the progress that has .been eussion,
context of Scott's thoughts, It has
made. Nor can dialogue be ac- been edited only for clarity and
complished without love.
efjicien6 y,of space.
My comments are limited to
Fr. Stephen Shimek these
few int·roductory re?rmrks,
hecause I agree with Johnie Scott
that the black m!l!lt is /~is own best
spokeMnan.
-Bill Olson

llt;l th~;v-,fitld tllere, for. some will ·1\utly d•sazree W1th others.; but we hold that
hill! kccpfng · cl~ar of 'It.41re lvaP:arfes we can 'do more to aid st11dcnt opinion by a
b:l!oad :hos)litaUty to dlverilent ide~•· in· the Review, than it can by identifying itself
)'lith lOfle ·~hopl. Jt dp~ J!Ot accl!j>t resjJon~ibility to~ the views expreso~d. !n anY
artlc!os whiCh" appear m 1ts pagcot. Whe.t 1t does accept is the responstbtllty for
giving them !I chance to appe11r bere.
· '

W~y Violence?

The Black View
(Continued from page 3)
this understanding-or · at
least the readers should realize this fact.
(

'
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* * *

Now how about the Negro
situation in the cities? Why is
it that only after riots and destruction will the whites hear
the cries of the :forgotten man
in the ghettos, which are in
reality only reservations? Dick
Gregory, speaking at the
NSA Congress this year, said
"riots produce results." Was
he correct? We need only one
example: Cambridge, Maryland, The school in the Negro
section of tow!l was faDing
down, it was too old, and its
facilities
were inadequate
while those in the white sections were new, well-stocked,
and the students were receiving a normal education. One
day H. Rap Brown carne into
town and said, "tnat sc'hool
should have been burned down
ftve years ago;" it was burned
down last night. Now the
school board is builaing a new
one. Why did the white man
have to wait until the Negro
reacted in the way he did before doing anything? And who
is to blame or to be condemned
-the Negro making a move
for a better education, or the
white school board that had
refused to build a new school
long after it was needed?

Also involved in the issue of
Black Power is the current
question of the war hi Viet
Nam. The popular feeling of
Negroes is that the struggle or
war for the black man is in
America-not in the steaming
jungles of VietNam. For why
should the black man fight in
Viet Nam and then return to
the U.S. only to be treated as
a second-class citizen?
The Negro Revolution may
well end in bloodshed, but then
this country was founded on
violence and may it not well
end someday because of it?
Violence seems to be the only
way to bring grievances to the
public attention, to the American eye-the eye which at
present is apethetic, unaware,
and moved either by peaceful
demonstrations or to the problem itself.

"' "'

"' only be gotten
"Power can
through unified leadership and
constructive organization" Henry David Thoreau's words
pattern the mood of the revolution itself to create a bona
fide leadership of well-educated black men within the helms
of government.
To prevent racist-anarchy it
is then essential that the white
majority in the country make
an equal economic effort to aid
both the American Negro and
himself.

Black Awareness
People here are aware that
poverty programs are training
them for jobs that automation
has already said will not be here
five, ten, fifteen years from now.
People here realize that the automobile, itself, will soon be obsolescent, that jet planes and the
rest have made communications
very vital. Blame television in
part for a great deal of your disturbances. And why? Because you
can look at "Ozzie and Harriet''
and realize that the American
way of life is not really practiced
in the phetto. Ozzie and Harriet
do not live here.
Whites have a dream. That is
to retire at 30, sooner if they can.
I've run into whites at Harvard
and Stanford who'll never have
to work a day in their lives. On
the other hand, the poverty program trains us for administrative
positions within the poverty program. It trains us to be auto mechanics. There's so much hipocrisy.
And once everybody sees, feels,
talks like me, then you're dealing
with an entirely different subject.
Then you're not going to be dealing with 22 million or 30 million
angry blacks, but 22 million or 30
million aware blacks. And that's
not the pessemistic picture. That's
just reality. It's like saying "don't
brand me the agitator. I just
brought you the envelope with the
news in it. You opened it up. Now,
if the news is bad, why chop my

head off? That went 'otitl1 thinkf Roy Wjlkins or James Fp.j:mer or
with tlle ·P~.rsians. We'riHUit'.biU-'"' Phillip1 Randolpb, o:r, Mar~i~ ;L)lthbarians, Or- at least we·igayi'WelreC 6)1 King~or down th~ lined~ that.
mot. . .·
r' ns·> .1 ., •
rm; noi1 talking r11bout Qo~alled
I>U ~ ' 1 "anarchists" like Stokely• 011 Rap
The Black Spokesman _.t Jct,- ·•\ t Br~wnl . because: >Whenev~~ they
I was up at Stanford on ~'Black! speak< up~ I know. what the prel!s
Power Day," and Ed KeatingJ(lf and public reaction is going to be.
"Ramparts'' was speaking; 'und It's going to be fright and not un~
he spoke all of 45 minutes. H~ derstan9ing. · It's · going· to be
talked about everything from ~/'Slack ·Power! Push the panic
Viet Nam to the apathetic audi~ buttol)!" and not "Black Power.
ence. He called Stanford every- Well, what is it all about?"
:thing from a "bourgeoise ghetto"
to an "intellectual cesspool." Well Writing Black
now, when I got up there to fol- · , · .•• And yet, do you know what
low, I looked at the audience, and lthe problem is when you say,
I said, "It's just a shame that a "What should writers do now?"
.white man has to talk 45 minutes 1The problem is this: when we do
about what I feel."
write black, all of a sudden we're
Because when you talk about ~old "you've over-written your
Black Power, you're not talking ~tory." Like you can write too
about whites who feel themselves much about hunger.
involved in Black Power; when
Or "You've over-written your
you talk about Black Conscious. /story.'' Like you can write too
ness, you're not talking about much about how it feels to grow
whites who feel themselves in- up without a father.
volved in Black Consciousness, be·
Or "You've over-written your
cause this country has not pro- .story.'' Like you've written too
gressed ~nough psychologically to much about what rhythm and
get there. And this is the open blues is all about, hearing James
confession right here: the fact Brown singing "Please, Please,
that we're here now, doing the Please," and seeing a friend of
talking, and not whites. It's like youra get bumper-packed in the
saying this: If it's speaking out, head.
·
if it's living, if it's partying, if , It'll like saying, "whenever
it's anything, we should do it, and ,blacks do write, it's a very brutal,
not the other. If you want to talk ;a very cold writing, whereas
about "blacks in America have it ;we're used to a more refined and
good," don't let that be ypu talk- . :tranquil and fragile sort of writing about it, but let it be us.
ing.''
Well, there's nothing fragile
Because it always turns out
like Mayor Addonizio in Newark. about the ghetto at all, except for
He says, "Well, Negroes here • . • .the fact that it can explode at any
I don't see any problem coming moment. It's like saying, "Well,
up.'' The next thing you know, do you thing Watts will blow
Newark has blown up.
.up?" I can't answer that. Because
It's like John Lindsay saying, ,while we're talking now, Watts
"Well, we can't really see any~ could blow up. On the other hand,
thing happening here in Newr Watts may never blow up.
York.'' The next thing you know, , If black writing·can be seen in
Harlem has blown up.
the light of therapy, then indeed,
It's liko::. Chicago saying, "We've we are the doctors. But then too,
got a fairly decent thing going on . as doctors,,w.e .are maligned, and
here. People are integrating very we have our licenses taken away
well.'' The next thing you know, for being too real•.For perfonnChicago has blown up.
ing abortions when abortions
It's like Detroit saying, "We've have been called illegal, for pergot the most progressive city, forming any of a number of
really, going on. We've got Ne- necessary deeds of mercy, when
groes involved . in all ways and :these have been called "circumwalks of life.'' The next thing venting the law.''
you know, Detroit has blown up.
And yet, we've always lived
It's like the late Police Chief outside the law. Law in the ghetParker saying, "We've got good to is not law in Beverly Hills is
Negroes here.'' The next thing not law in Sugar Hill is not. law
you know, L.A. has blown up.
~n Russian Hill is not law off in
Not in one instance-not in one Detroit or off in Inglewood or
instance - was there a black ;Chicago. It's very simple.
speaking. I'm not talking about
(Continued on page 5)

HIGHLY. INTERESTING!
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LOVERS OF GENTLE CONSORTS,
W\.~~40 o.~n. C\\:"\n.~~~,

&fffi CONCtRT HALL

:1 , ~: ~;:: ·~·;

H;;.,

•

1 'rlle' -:,hlclos ·In 1the ·Bo)>emntb Review d~ 'not repr~ent a~v consensus of ))e.
li~t'a.:Wc do llPt eKpj!ot~thqtjrcad~J;,s[of 1t~c Rc'(iew Will ~:vml>!lthlze with aU the oenti-

(Continued from;:R'age 3)
in itself to force the whitll com"'l'tunity to the point•. .of dialogue,
To this.degree, black tJO.wer seems
necessary.
The voice of reason should predominate in the affairs of "men.
Race is not exception to this rule.
We realize, as did the early an
unavoidable evil. We can see that
the seeds for .racial rvolt have
been thoroughly planted in the

;< . ·'·

:! ··~~: ·, .7he 'fl~retlcs :~oii~t: £ik~ l.eRoi; ~

.{/The; :ffe.re!i~s" ~ .ao_u.~ds: mle a .
· sad, warm vo_1ce cry1ng out to
(Continued from page 4) . . women to araduate and a 0 into stone cold ears
,
.,
'
.
·
.
. . .
.
My wntmg 1s not go111g to be a Civil Service jobs as secretaries,
And they tell .me there is one
b. e. _Where/ it
white man's writing, The ;force~: !lbe~au~i(~ey're _pretty, But the P._)aee/ fo.. r ine.
that shaped me, consciously' a:qd.:f~li)S ~<it-!!ilimct ,up jobs :4n the .;
subconsciously, are not the forces front;· rather, in the janitor all/ comes down. &/ you take u_p/
'that !Sh9ped you, ·It's likcHeven thing. w):J.ich means not ·just a yo1,1r srrowful like./ There/ With
11ow, ~lit~ing here; I'm awar~ri>f ilf · I>IJbQ'r.dJnate position, bq.t also a us all. To/ whatever death.
in this short story, Jones constrangeness, of a differenc@.r'WhiY, lowe»·n!fyiJ~g position. .
shouta 1 I talk that long abouttitl
Yo'll can't dictate if you don't fr.:mts the problem of living a
anyway?·
· ~ l'
,,I.·. ;:":" have the money. You can't die- humane life in an inhumane soI have all 'tao many :triend~J •tate-not only policy to a white ciety. He gets off the bus and be
who've necided not to tallcratrall,' J~~an+:vou can't dictate policy to sees the busdriver with a knife
but just to go on and be •stupid ypur •woman. If it comes down to 1'hacking chunks of bone." Then
and i11i;ter_3te. Because the facts it_,,you have to get .out. She will walking· to the Bottom: white
revealed b,;y all the people who put you out: she wm JJ.ot suffer. shut houses . . . drunk niggers
got Ph.D.'s docun:enting us show Welfare has made it possible for Toaring by in dead autos stabbing
that we had tenth grade reading black women to do without a man each other's laughter . . . life
norms, compared to a national and do without him well. And I'm drained off in l!ilence. At the joint,
· norm of twelfth grade. My high · not against welfare, because I alone. Peaches, an overweight,
schOol, when I graduated, had an · grew Up under it. I grew up un- oversexed female, is his. But he is
average grade point of 1.8. In my der it, and at the same time, I'll afraid of himself and afraid of
class, ninety-seven graduated out tell you this: I didn't appreciate Peaches. Her blatant and demandof an original 560 in the tenth it. I didn't appreciate it, and I'm ing sexuality is not consistent
grade. The reading level for my an ingrate, simply because I see with his life. Peaches is the porhigh school was the sixth grade. '(What it can do to people, I saw nographic proto-type of futility
In my advanced composition class, what it did to my family.
itself, and Jones is her victim.
I was the only one who read
The breaking up of the family
"Filthy drunk women • • . detwelfth grade or above. We had takes place :far more sophisticat- spair . . . silence and laughter
another one in there who read at edly. They've got money now to • , • The1r
· f r1g
· hte mng
· 1'1ves • . •" ,
twelfth grade, and the rest of the do without a father. Father has all hastening the emotional nanclass was tenth grade. When you to make it the best way he can. sea, compounded by too much
hand me ."War and Peace" to They've got money to do without d·r ink, too little sleep, and
read-Tolstoy-I'rn not going to a whole lot of things where a Peaches. More drinking, more sex,
read it like you read it. I'm not inan's involved. Like I said about more crackers, more hated strangoing to write the paper like you "Star Trek," what irks me is that gers, more hateful heretics, and
wrote it.
you'n got a black woman on the senseless fight brought on osten. It's going to be different be- show and n~t a man. An~ ~he sibly (by members of his own
cause growing up without a :fa- only way a k1d can lQok at 1t, m- race) for money.
ther makes you this way. Grow- terpreting it, is that ~oml}la:s
ing up without a mother who can smarter than daddy, whJCh 1sn t
And after reading, falling
really sympathize, growing up in 'necessarily true. I don't think any
forward on the floor,
'an atm.osphere of curse words, white would go for that. The
The Negroes danced around my
where profanity isn't really pro- white man has always said, "I'm
body and
fanity where you can be cursed the head of my household."
spilled whiskey on my clothes,
I woke
and f;el a strange sort of joy in- You'.ve some blacks who'ye pride
side yourself, because you know enoug~ to say that. they re _head
up two days later, with white
that they're actually trying to of the1rs. But what JS the chlld to
men, scream·
communicate, well, that makes say when he looks at ",Star Trek"
ing for God to help ~e.
YC?U different. Obscenity sho~ld ~nd sees the ~oman 1mage proNegroes don't help him, white
not even bear in what we wnte Jected? There IS no male.
men merely scream, he is down,
If you look at "I Spy," you see alone, solitary in his existential
about because obscenity is not
the v/ay we see it.
Bill Cosby in the role of what I realization of futility. The sterile
I feel that the Negro hasn't call the "Super Friday" -_you t~~ociety completes the alienation
committed a serious crime in this know, Robinson Crusoe's Fnday .of this ~me man, alone amidst a
country yet, because every crime -ynth kat;ate, now, in ,hi~ repe~- million mindless men.
Perhaps the passage most indi·
he has ever committed has been toue of tr1cks. And this lS all lt
out of need, out of necessity. And comes to. If it;s not that we're ~b- cative of the mood of the story is
the large majority of thent have sent, then we re there, and we re where ,Peaches' sexuality is rnak·
been spontaneous, not premedi- , much better helpers now. We're ing demands on Jones• whole
· tated. It's like saying, "Need much better workers. We fight body, mind, and soul.
some money? Let's go out and get better now. We dance better.
We've got better dan.cers. We've
I was crying now. Hot, hot
it. Best way we can.'' If you can
~
tears and trmng
to sing. Ord say
n
ta
S
te
t
te
a
J'ob,
good.
Bu,t
if
_you
go
,
grea
r
en
r
1ner.
o.,.
~·
Work
W
t
t
yth
b
t
to
Peaches,
"Please,
youin on't
can't, if you need it tomght, right
e ve go' grea er ever mg u
know me. Not what's
my
'

to

~~.~~-to~R~
best way you can. It's very sim- ~~n~p~~~
tamers and mus1C1~ns and bards
ple.
The Great Society
My thing is this: We're not going to let you take our women
away. We're !lot going to let you
take our lives our children and
the rest. We'r~ not expectin~ you
to say, "Well, look, we understand
that, but wouldn't you say all of
that ended with slavery? You
know, with the Civil War?" Because it doesn't haJ.>pen now.
There's a :far more sophisticated way of de-tribalizing, detraditionalizing, and de-humanizing a man. We call it this: we call
it making it possible for black

and singers and wr1ters and poets
••• and really, people who suffer.
We've 'been everything but people in this mainstream. Great S_ociety? Don't talk to me !!bout 1t,
because I've got my own mterpretation of that "Great Society.''

Special Education

.

c

~. : . r:-;: "~: ·'. 'i'~· ;:

,Ped.al~_s. A mmd, het:t 1~1re I ~ :fllraPilr '~~~~r of a ~PUP wh~.
there 1s only steel. :Notbiilg~se\ t holdl'!' op1n1ons contrary to th'l
D d
h
basic tenets of that group. Jonef .
Because he is Stephen e a 1llS e is saying that, Wl!l, as humans,
is crying. Because he is a mind are members of the human race,
where there i$ only_ steel. .. the' WE,.as humans, al!!o manage to.
f
1 1 1 k d
ste~lness 0 a sten e; ove- ac. e
hold opinions quite contrary to
society, : ' · And ther~ ar~ .1mt even the ~Qst, ba11ic ,J<ep.eJ;s, !!~·bu.,
mens.e, lmpendtra;letebfr:te~s. 0 •· 1 manity,' HumanitY.~ 1 OuP ;actiona
lonebness, rna e 0 8 ~ • a ·can \Seem' to; {ridicatti tbatl \ye ,Jt•V,~l(~
~ 0 notlnng ~ore that ISOl!l~ • • ' s_o mu_,cJl_ as 'even .:recogriill:~d, th.~
18.01 ~te ·fit' 18?late. L:~~n J~nes, e~istenc:e of .the concep~' P1.1ll\lt
VlCt~m 0 · ere.tlcs fraGlcc;n~ h~- manity. '-"
· ·· ' · · l
~r:U 1 s screarnmg or 0 - · e P
- HeJ:etics:Oon!t like humanity; !
'
. .
h
LeRoi is humanity.
·
The heretl~S Isolate. But w 0
The hercilcs don't like Le;Roi.
are the heretics and what do they
· · ··. :: j · -J.· ·
S .,
do? A heretic is an actual or a
•
erry erauno
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320 Wyoming Blvd:, S.E.-2504 Broadway, S.E.
Bridge & Jsleta-Candelaria & Edith
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"I LAUGHED WHEN

MY ROOMMATE TOOK NoDoz:'

Special education and bow it is
used in the classroom will be discussed by Dr. Louis Bransford at
UNM tonight at 7:30 p.m. in
Education 206. The talk will be
presented to the Student Education Association.

Rightminded Brothers, Devoted Sisters,

FOND GI!NDP!PAS,
&~~-~~~~~~'it ~a,n.~~mn'lu~,
MAIDEN AUNTIES,
GENEROUS UNCLES~

EXPEGTAIT liEGES,
'

I

' '

HAIRBRAINED NEPHEWS,

A..LL,

THE RULES OF THE GAME
1. UNM STUDENTS ARE ENTITLED TO. DISCOUNTS ON AL·
MOST ALL EVENTS HELD IN THE CONCERT HALL.
-writes Private J. B., noy.t of
Fort Sill, Oklahoma.

2•. WE REQUIRE THAT YOU PRESENT ONE ACTIVITY CARD
OR ONE CONCERT HALL 1.0. CARD FOR EACH TICKET
YOU WISH TO PURCHASE AT THE STUDENT RATE.
3. TO EXPEDITE YOUR PURCHASE, PLEASE HAVE I.D, HANDY
WHEN REQUESTING TICKETS.

Ideas for
Chri$tmas?

Browse the Basket Shop!

Without Distinction of Age or Sex,
WI.LL FIND

UNRIVALLED!

YOUR ACTIVITY FEES MAKE THESE
DISCOUNTS POSSIBLE. SAVE 50 PER CENT

))50

DEC. 14- JOHN JAY SKI MOVIE -STUDENTS $1.50
DEC. 19- NEW CINEMA I - EXPER. FILMS -STUDENTS $1.00
COMING IN JANUARY-. HELLO DOLLY

Locations

·Shop
·old Town Plaza

5318 Menaul NE

842-8022'

265-595

"No gill can stop you from
flunking out," I scoffed.
"Well, he's. there. And I'm
here. Take warning from
my sad case. And take
• NoDoz to help you stay
with it."
Actually, our young
warrior is right: NoDoz
can't work miracles.
But it can help, any time you're
drowsy or tired. For example: A couple ofNoDoz can sharpen your mind
and help you remember facts at exam

time, or NoDoz can wake
you up when you have to
cram late at night.
When driving m"akes you
drowsy, NoDoz: can bring you
back to life. If a long lecture
makes your attention
wander, NoDozto the rescue.
Get the point? NoDoz
can
p you anywhere, My time,
and it's non habitforming.
NoDoz. The
scholar's friend.
YHE ONE 10 TAkE WHEN YOU HAVE TO STAY ALERT.
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It is the unwritten policy of U.N.M.
that a teacher receiving his do~
torate here be asked to go elsewhere to teach for a period of
years to broaden his background,
after which he may return to
U.N.M. We do not question the
wisdom of this practice, but urge
that an exception be made in the
case of

(

~

. •I
I

l
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Execution, Rebounding Concern King
By NOOLEY REINHEARDT
games against Oregon and SeatNew Mexico basketball coach tle and this did not please ·SanBob King says ofl,'ensive execu~ 11 ford or' King! 'However,· Sanford
tion and reboundint"1are the rna- did get in foul trouble early
jor problems facillg his young against the U of 0, slowing his
team that meets Pepperdine to- pace. somewhat
night in the third game of the
If the head coach decided
season for the Lobo~.
. against starting Sanford, 6'5"
King talked as 'if the execu- Steve Shrosphire would probably
tion would improve as the squad get the nod against Pepperdine,
gained confidence and experience Going into the game tonight the
and that he might alter his start- visitors are 2-1, after losing to
ing lineup to boost the rebound- Arizona State . 101-83 Monday
night,
'
ing.
At his weekly press luncheon
Big 6'8" Ron Sanford got only
seven rebounds in the first two Monday, King said that the overl!-11 poise of his team and the
f.~>lliiliM~~~~~~l'l:$ii~Ji
ball-handling of point man Ron
Vi
Leberwurst
~ Nelson were most encouraging.
Nelson is the only senior on the
Vi
Rotwurst
. :11
roster
and the only starter back
Vi
p,.emont's
~ from last
season's 19-8 team that
Vi ~A Specialty Food Sllop- ~ played in the
National Invitation!fi Coronado Center
298·5483 m al Tournament in New York's
r:z~~~~~~~~~~~ Madison Square Garden. ·

GIVE THE GIFT
THAT KEEPS ON
GIVING:

MR. GERALD L. TRAUT

THE NEW HERMES 3000.

DEPT. OF BIOLOGY TEACHER

l.engthy Tunnels

He is due to leave U.N.M. for the
above reason. The student body-

Nelson is the leading scorer for
the LobO'S with 54 points in two
games. Sophomore junior college ·
tranafei.' Greg Howar<l is secora<l
in scoring and first in grabbing
rebounds, He .has 30 points and
27 carooms.
·
Another sophomore, Ron Becker, is third in scoring with 28
points, after pacing the. attack
against Seattle Saturday.
King was most pleased with
the two. wins on the road and
said that he had not expected to
beat Seattle at home. l-~e also said
that the Wolfpack was shaping
up as a better ·ball club than he
had expected a week ago.
However, he was also careful
to caution that the first two Lobo foes 11were, at best, average
teams" and that it was much too
early to predict gre~:~t fortunes
for UNM on the basketball
court this year.
The head coach also said the
Lobo team would have to keep
working on getting good bench
play. Eight players saw action
in the first two games,. and there
was at least one other who King
would liked to have seen gain
some experience.
He told the press luncheon that
Keith Griffith was being groomed
to fill in for either Nelson or
Beckel', but that that duo had
played such great ball that he
just left them in all the way.
After looking at game films,
King said the Wolfpack made an
unbelievable number of mistakes.
But then he quickly added that
when you win the first two on the
road it is still an awfully good
start.
He also jokes about the team
being lost and delayed before the
Seattle game. First off, the plane
was late, and then the motel was
no place to be found and by the

Underground development in
the nickel mines of International
Nickel in Ontario and Manitoba
reached a total of 617 miles in
1966-more than the distance by
road between Toronto, Ontorio,
and Louisville, Kentucky.

time it was located the team was
at least an hour behind schedule,
The. coach was also pleased that
the 'Lobos kept down the number
of fouls so that no one fouled out,
King also praised the percentage
of free throws that his men hit.
They hit 38 of 57 for a 66.'1
per cent mark, From the field
there were 47 for 108, 43.5 per
cent.

Highest Prices Paid
For All Types of Guns
See Uslll

BLACKJACK'S
CENTRAL PAWN
200 Central S.E.

JUST $3 A
YEAR TO
FLY 'TTA

Senate Candidates

particularly those who have studied biology under Mr. Traut, feel that

Candidates for the Student Senate elections on Friday, Dec. 15,
include: Barbara Bennet, Michael
Cole, Mike Cortney, Dale Fogelstram, Sandra Heide, George Hiller, Anne Knight, Sterling Nichols, Barney Paternoster, Ross
Perkal, Suzanne Ralls, Ray
Schowers, Cleve Seamon, Robert
Speer, and Butch Whitcher.

his leaving would cause more than the usual void in the biology teaching staff.

· This committee is requesting your ·assistance in causing the usual ruling
to be waived in this case, since Mr. Traut is considered by both faculty

.

and student, to be an 'inspiring tec;~.cher .and a credit to the University.

RUGGED, DEPENDABLE, QUIET

Petitions are being circulated in biology laboratories. We ,request that

Prtferred by Quality-Mincl•cl People
'Throughout the World!

you express your desire to retain Mr. Traut by filling in the ballot below

..

and depositing it at the information center, Student Union Building. .

Phi

DUKE CITY Typewriter Co.
1325 SAN MATEO, NE

•

.

Ph. 265~8347

r----------------------------1
To accomplish our.
purpose we must
have all opinions
counted and presented by Saturday, December
9th. '-

I WISH TO EXPRESS MY DESIRE
THAT MR. GERAL.D L. TRAUT
.REMAIN IN A TEACHING CAPACITY
AT U.N.M.

1/3 OFF

I

I

REGULAR APPLICABLE
ONE-WAY FARE

I

I

I

I

I
I

I

NAME

I

ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES
for Seniors and Graduates in MECHANICAL, AERONAUTICAL,

CONFIRMED

ELECTRICAL, CHEMICAL,
CIVIL, MARINE,
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING,
PHYSICS, CHEMISTRY,
MlTALLURGY, ClRAMtCS,

I
I
I

J.D. NUMBER _ __,__ _ _ _ _ __

Sig Benefit

The Girls of the Golden Heart
will hold a bridge benefit for the
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity tonight from 7:30 to 10:30 at the
Sigma Phi Epsilon house, 1901
Las Lomas NE. One dollar donations will be accepted. The funds
will be donated to the fraternity.

L___________________________ j I

any flight, any day, including HOLIDAYS

UNLIMITED TRAVEL
~ within

MATHEMATICS, STATISTICS,

WMnllr'AJEB DC'JtDS

..........................

COMPUTlR SCII:NCE,

...

nA Youth f . . C1tna a.e awailabltl

.. • .._ .... u . . . . .

DIGINEUI- sctiNU,
INGINURING Mt:CHANICS

KEEP MR. TRAUT

ft'A Aleo Hollel'tt Y..,_ f ' -

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
FRIDAY, DEC. 15
Appointments should be made
in advance through your
College Placement Office

~~~~ey -···~·~X·~···t=lircratt
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An Equal Opparlunllt Employer
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Wee~S~'Resigns Post "·
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As l-lead .Grid Coach.

(Continued from page 1)
The contracts of the assistant. , .
will be. There will be no !let fQrm- coaches will be honored for the •
ula in selecting the new coach and
''
an appointment is not expecte4 to remainder of the school year. '
Weeks joined the University of ·
take too ll;mg.
-~-~
--·.,.....--~·....--~-:--,...-·-------------The top applicants will be ·New Mexico in 1956 as an assistbrought to the UNM campus and ant to head football coach Dick
be interviewed before the final Clausen. He· served as end coach
choice is made. A large number
of applicants are 'expected for the under Clausen and then was backCLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATEs:
TYPEWRITER
Sales
&
services,
all
4 line ad., 65¢-4 times, ,2,00, Insertions
post that was paying Weeks $18,- field coach for two seasons under
makes. 20 peroent discount with this ad.
must be submitted by noon on day before
Free pickup and delivery, Open until 8
500 per year.
.
coach Marv Levy, who replaced
publication to Room 159, Student Publicmp.m. on Monday & thursday. E & E
tlono BoUdin&-, or teleplume 277-4002 or
About
leaving
UNM
Weeks
said,
Service,
2217
Coal
sE;,
Phone
Typewriter
Clausen. Weeks became head foot277-4102.
243-0588.
.
"My 12 years with Lobo football ball coach in 1960.
have been very enjoyable and I
FOR sALE
PERSONALS
sincerely
hope it will return ·to
GARAQE SALE Books. Leaving toWlJ,
STARTS
PERSONALITY POSTERS, PSYCHAthe
top
of
the WAC."
must sacrifice, Areas: Psychology, Phil·
DELIC POSTERS & BUTTONS, If we
oaophy, Mathematics, Biology, PhyBics,
Popejoy added to his statement,
don't have them, then you dori't want
Literature, Reference. See Union bullethem. Send for samples and list. 1\IA.
"Throughout
his tenure as foottin board for detailed list, prices. Sale
DAM BUTTERFLY's Gift Shop, 4609
hours M-F, 7·9 p.m.; S..S, 12-4 p.m.
ball
coach
we
have never had any
E. Colfax, Denver, Colorado. 80220.
·
402-A Harvard SE. 12/1-7.
reason
to
question
his coaching,
REBUILT TR3. Call I{uehlthnu, 248-2141.
WANTED 3 open-minded girls for Miami
relationflhip
with
recruiting
or
his
12/6-20.
Beach Xmas trip, Expenses Paid; Conother coaches and the academic
tact Ric 242·9252, 5-7 p.m. 11/30-12/7
1966 VOLVO l22S. Like new. Best offer.
YOU'IE
1101 Monroe SE. Phone 265-4674. 12/5·
community. We are pleased that
11.
WE'LL PAY YOU TO HAVE FUN: EnUIOKINGfOI
he will be able to remain here at
thusiastic, energetic .:iunior or senior to
BRAND NEW 20 inch Admiral Color TV.
write chapter for st11dent guidebook. Elt·
May be seen nt 408 B Maple NE after
the University of New Mexico."
AMODOI
penses and fee plus by-line and short
6 :SO. TV W8.'! ju3t won, need money.
Weeks
is
the
only
coach
on
the
Call 277-2446. 12/6-11.
PICTURE
biography, Tell us who you are lmmedi·
staff with tenure and needs only
ately. Write: WHERE THE FUN IS,
FOR RENT
IIAIIEWDI
U.s.A., Simon and schuster, 630 Fifth
three more years to have 15 needAve., New York, N. Y. 10020
llOUSE FOR rent, unfurnished. 2 blocks
lYE MAlE
ed
toward retirement.
from campus on Las Lom8.'!. $186, per
FOUND
month with 1 year le8.'!e. a bd. rms., 2
McDavid said in Denver, "I have
IN MIND
baths, :fireplace and walled yard, Phone
TRANSISTOR Radio le:ft by student at
greatly enjoyed working with Bill
242-1938. 12/6-11.
lHEIYOI
Cashier window, Admin. Bldg. Owner
these past 12 years and am lookmay bave by identl!ying same.
IUSISEE
ing :forward to ·a continued associWANTED
THE
ation here· at the University of
New :Mexico.'' The New Mexico
GIRlS
Athletic Director said that the
search :for a new head football
NO WOIIIEN ALLOWED!
coach would start immediately.
Ride to the
Only llla&um IIIII"" Admltlod
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··: Elders· ShO~Id Heed You'n9: People, Says\ Dean
Editor's Note: This is the first
of two articles written for The
.Lobo by Dean Chester C. Travelstead of the College of Education. The articles are entitled
"Their Generation and Mine (An
'iEducat:or 'Over 30' 'Views th~
New Ge~eration)."

..- -

By Chester C. Travelstead
In a recent speech before a
group of Americans for· Democratic Action, Sen. Robert Kennedy called our rising generation
in this country "about the brightest, best-educated, most highly
motivated generation of young
people we have had since the
founding of the Republic." He
then went on to add about this

WANT ADS

GAME
Bus leaves
Johnson Gym
7:15 & 7:45
Patronize the
Albuquerque
Transit System

Returning bus
loads on West
of the arena

~Ide

Math Speech
. The colloquium of the department of mathematics will present
Professor V. S. Mandrekar of
the University of Wisconsin
Thursday, Dec. 7, at 3:30 p.m. in
Mitchell Hall 202. He wUI speak
on "Quasi-Invariance of Analytic
Measures on Compact Groups."
Coffee and doughnuts will be

Contrary. to the Pl'oducats lnstrucHonl, The Guild Tfleatre 111 its
poll~ ogalnst ottemptl af c••·
lonliip and dlscrimlnatlott, will od·
mit escorted lodl ...
SHOWS: %:15 • 3 :liS • 4:5'0 • ':OS
•
7:%0 - 8:35 - 10:00

"
PI We will odmlt _ott.. l.oollu
~~~======~::::::!:!:::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~~~js~e!rv~e;d~i=n~M::ar:r:o:n~H::a1:1~2:2:_5
3 p.m
~:t-~~~~~~;:~;;~~~~~~~~~~~~~;;;;;;~~~

Whipped Chocolate arid Coffee 15¢ a Cup

ltyaCup!

society. We must be careful, however, not to over-generalize on
either point, since there is admittedly such a wide diversity
among our young people of today. Their intelligence, education,
motivation, and extent of alienaThese are strong and far-reach- tion run the gamut· in degree of
ing statements with extensive im- variation, but the "average'' of
plications for young and old this group, in these respects,
alike. One could accept their val- would certainly justify Kennedy's
·jdity without qualifications, 9r re-. ·generalization, it seems to me. ·
ject them completely, or take a
position
somewhere
between
My purpose in writing these arthese two extremes.
ticles is, perhaps, tw!lfold: 1) to
In general, I tend to agree with analyze briefly the cause of and
Sen. Kennedy on these statements to suggest a possible' i;ur'e for the
about our youth, both with re- alienation of the youngl;lr generspect to the younger generation's ation; and 2) to identify. a few
potential and its alienation from things which my generation
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Need Cash?

Opeh Until Midnight - l'ree Dellv•ry
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As a service to you we cash all UNM Students
checks for cash. Afl you need is your Student I.D.
Card.
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U.'s Littwin Says
Diplomats' Public
·Relations locking
By GREG MACALEESE
American diplomats do not do
a very good public relations job,
says Professor Lawrence Littwin.
Prof. Littwin, of the political
science department, spent a year
in Chile while on an Organization
of American States fellowship in
1965. While he was there he
worked with. many of the Americans in the Santiago embassy.
"Chileans · have· a feeling that
Latin America is a backwater
for American diplomats," Littwin said in a recent interview.
"While I was there one of them
asked me, 'Why do you send us
your country boys?'"
One of the basic problems between American diplomats and
the Chilean people is that the
Americans speak in terms of
"we Americans" and "they" referring to the Chileans. "This
has created a gulf between the
diplomats and the people. The
ordinary Chilean wants to feel
superior to the Americans. They
fear the giant of the North, as
they call us. And the United
States has never endeared itself
to them because of its policies
in Latin America. The Bay of
Pigs and Santo Domingo aren't
exactly bright spots in our :foreign policy," he said.
(Continued on page 7)

By RICHARD ANTHONY
Collegiate Press Service
WASHINGTON - There are
indications that President Johnson is• finally getting ready to
clear up the draft issue, as pressure for action mounts :from education organizations and gradu~
ate schools all over the country.
T h e r e are further indications,
though, that he may resolve the
issue in a way that will discriminate heavily against students in
the social sciences and the humanities.
Aceording to Gustave Arlt,
president of the Council of Graduate Schools ( CGS), it is likely
the President will hold a meeting
of his advisors on the draft sometime this week, and resolve some
of the basic questions not taken
care of by the draft law.
For Arlt, as for the nearly 400
graduate-school officials here for
the annual meeting of CGS, the
President has already created serious problems by putting off his
decision on the draft this long.
The council and other groups have
been urging swift action since the
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Lobos Win Easily
Over Pepperdine
In l-lome Opener
By NOOLEY REINHEARDT
Sophomore Greg Howard scored
24 points and four teammates
joined him in double figures as the
Lobos won their third straight

basketball game of the season 9358 over Pepperdine Wednesday
night.
New Mexico built up a 23-point
halftime lead and coasted to the
win over the Waves before 10,885
fans at University Arena.
Best·Dressed Contest
Coach Bob King and his squad
now have until Saturday to prepare :for Texas Tech which is always tough at Lubbock. After
that weekend game the Lobos re-, i:<c
turn home for eight contests be·
fore hitting the road again.
Fifteen UNM coeds will comAfter the .Wednesday game,
pete in the finals tonight in the King said he was pleased with
Best-Dressed G i r 1 on Campus 'the quickness with which the
contest at 7:30 in the Union Ball- Lobos moved the ball and added
room. The program is open to the that the team "wanted to break
public :free of charge.
some this year.''
The finalists, chosen from 60
King, who is only :four wins shy
entered by campus organizations of 100 victories at UNM, said,
at an elimination tea Nov. 9, ap- "We are just going to have to feel
peared in a holiday :fashion show otfr way into the offense that
Nov. 30.
works best for us. The important
The girl chosen best-dressed on thing is that we put the ball up
campus will compete :for a place and ran good.''
among Glamour magazine's ten
Ron Nelson hit for 13 points,
best-dressed college girls, and an Ron Sanford for 111 Leonard
all-expenses-paid trip to New Lopez for 11, and Howie Grimes
City•
for 16 to round out the Lobo scorEach girl will model three out- ing in double figures.
fits of her own choice- a campus
As a team, the Lobes hit 49.~ _
outfit, a street outfit, and an even(Continued on page 7).
· "·
ing or party dress.

Fifteen U. Coeds
Compete in Finals

. OOPS THERE! This was one of the few times the Lobo's Greg
Howard couldn't hold on to the ball during last night's victory over
Pepperdine College. Hal Grant, Pepperdine's 6'-9" center went up to
block the pass, but needlessly. The Lobos smashed the Pepperdine
Waves 93 to 58 for a three game winning streak. (Photo by Pawley)

Johnson Decision

•

("those over 30") might learn run a more effective and useful
from this younger group.
school than his principal. And the
First, I must state the obvious. girl adolescent is usually quite
Younger generations have always sure her life would be without
questioned their eldeJ;s, .have a!~ J.>roblems if she could just run it
ways felt their senio:s did not; ,:,~Y herse!f, make' ·~er. own''rules
understand or appJ;ec!ate thell;l.,q and not. ,be resttl1cted by any
And older generations have al~'·- adult, much Jess her own mother
ways said of the rising youth and father. Bio~J;aJ?hies of wellsuch things as, "Now, what are 1,,, known person~ in; history, a$ well
they, up to?" "Why, for Heaven'~, ,. as man~· Wld~ly ~ccepted. and
sake, why would they want to do. famous novels, certamly bear out
a silly thing like that?" or "They'' these ob~ervatiQns about the
ought to be put in a 'deep freeze' "generat'ion gap" which has existuntil they mature!"
ed in varying degJ;ees since the
The male adolescent has per- beginning of man's history.
haps always believed he could
It may disappoint the modern
handle the family budget betteJ; beatnik, the demonstrating peac~;
than his father, or that he could
(Continued on page 2)
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tOR MEN
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same group, ''more and more of
our children are estranged, alienated, in the literal sense, almost
unreachable by the familiar
premises and arguments of ouJ;
adult world."

on

1967 draft law was passed last
June.
~
"There's a feeling of considerable gloom and pessimism here,"
said Arlt, explaining that the government's inaction made it difficult for graduate schools to know
whether or not the male students
now applying will be drafted.
There are two basic questions
the President must resolve with
regard to the draft,
First, he must decide how to ·
select draftees in such a way that
they won't all come :from the same
age group.
Second, he must decide what
academic fields arc to be designated as critical. Graduate students in critical fields will be as·
isUred of getting dJ;aft deferments.
It is the second question that
has Arlt and other education officials worried most. It is reported that the National Security
Council, which is cha1·ged under
the draft Jaw with designating
certain fields as critical, has recommended that all students in
the physical sciences (including

Draft Expected

ml;l-thematics),
the
biological for more scientists in a society
sc1ences, and engineering be heavily dependent on technology.
granted deferments.
The President's decision on how
The White House has offered to select different age-groups for
no comment on any of the re- the draft is also of concern to
ports about the draft that are educators. The President himself
circulating. If this one is true, originally favored random selechowever-and education officials tion; and there is considerable
widely believe it is-then first- support for that system among
year and prospective grad stu- educators, but Congress has made
dents in the social sciences and random selection impossible.
the humanities will bear the brunt
According to the law, the Presof next summer's draft calls.
ident must (iesignate one age levEducation organizations have el as the "prime age group," and
uniformly opposed such a plan. then make draft-eligible males in
The Commission on Federal Re- that group highest in the order
lations of· the American Council of call.
on Education (ACE) has proposed
The Defense Department, howthat deferments "be provided only ever, can call for a certain "agein narrow and critically needed mix," saying that it wants x num•
specialties/' Others, like the Na- her of 19-year-olds, y number of
tiona! Association of State Uni- 22-year-olds, etc. The President
versities and Land Grant Col- then will be obliged to come up
leges (NASULGG) have said a with a selection system that supstudent's academic field should plies the correct ."mix."
not determine whether or not he
One way of doing so has been
is drafted,
proposed by ACE's Commission
Pressure in favoJ; of the plan on Federal Relations. AccOJ;ding
has come from ntanpower experts to John Morse, the head of the
within the Commerce and Labor Commission, they have recomDepartments, who stress the need
( Continued on page 5)

Lettermen Show
Tomorrow Night
The Lettermen, one of the nation's most popular singing
groups with college audiences,
will perform in concert at 8 tormorrow night at the Concert
Hall.
Tickets are $2 each for UNM
students and $3 for others.
The trio from Hollywood, formed in 1964, is adept at making hih
.of songs written 10 or 20 year;~Cj .
ago. Among their hits are "Th(• ·
Way You Look Tonight," "When
I Fall In Love," "Once Upon A
Time/' "Silly Boy," and "Again!'
· They have appeared on such
television show.s as the Hollywood Palace, Dean Martin, Red
Skelton, Sammy Davis, Jr., Danny Kaye, and Jack Benny.
The group has recorded more
than a dozen hits. In 1964 The
Lettermen were voted the number-one college attraction in th~:
Billboard Magazine Poll.
Their concert will be sponsorec1
by the Popular Entertainmeni
Committee of the Associated Stu.
dents.

